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Abstract: To get out of logical deadlock in interpreting gedanken experiments like “Schrodinger cat”, actual meaning of a “wave 
function”, or a “state”, in the case of complex two-dimensional Hilbert space, is shown to be an element of even subalgebra of 
geometric algebra [1], [2] over three-dimensional Euclidian space.  
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1. Introduction 
The geometric algebra 3G  [1] formalism is more profound compared to formal quantum mechanical 
representation of two-state observables by “complex” amplitudes as components of elements in two-
dimensional Hilbert space. It has been used in to describe tossed coin experiment that was pretty similar 
to traditional quantum mechanical formalism [3]. 
Mathematical frame will be here the even subalgebra 3G of elements: 
  SISso  ,,  
of geometric algebra 3G over Euclidian space 3E . 3G  
has the basis 
 321133221321 ,,,,,,,1 eeeeeeeeeeee , 
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 You shall not follow the majority for evil, and you shall not respond concerning a lawsuit to follow many to 
pervert [justice]. 
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where  ie are orthonormal basis vectors in 3E ,  jiee  - oriented, mutually orthogonal unit value areas 
spanned by ie  and je  as edges, 321 eee  - unit value oriented volume spanned by ordered edges 1e , 2e  
and 3e . 
Subalgebra 3G  
is spanned by  133221 ,,,1 eeeeee . Variables  and   in  Sso ,, are (real
2) scalars, 
SI  is a unit size oriented area (lefthanded or righthanded) in an arbitrary given plane 3ES  . 
I explained in detail  [4], [5] that elements   SISso  ,, only differ from what is traditionally 
called “complex numbers” by the fact that 3ES   is an arbitrary, variable plane and is not the whole 
space of game. Putting it simply, SI   are “complex numbers” depending on 2E embedded into 3E . 
2E is the space where S  belongs. Traditional “imaginary unit” i  is just SI  when it is not necessary to 
specify the plane – everything is going on in one fixed plane, not in 3D world. Fully formal way of using i  
as a “number”, just with additional algebraic property 12 i , may be a source of deeply wrong 
interpretations, particularly in quantum mechanics. 
 
2. Rotations and elements of 3G  
If 3g is element of 3G , its rotation in 3D can be written as [1], [2]:    
)()( 33 SS IgIg   , 
where  213132321 eebeebeebIS    is unit value element of 

3G , that’s 1
22    and 
123
2
2
2
1  bbb . I will name such elements 

3G - states. 

3G - states can also be considered as points on 
unit radius sphere 
3S . Parameter   is cosine of half of angle of rotation, SI  is unit value bivector in 
plane S  orthogonal to axis of rotation3. Since 122    we can write 
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Particularly, if 3g  is a bivector, 213132321 eeCeeCeeCC 
4 (representing, for example, object with 
axial symmetry), its rotation has symmetry: 
                                                          
2
 Scalars should always be real. “Complex” scalars are not scalars. 
3
 Axis of rotation together with the bivector orientation should be compatible with orientation of 321 eee . 
4
 I will often identically use the same term for bivector and its plane. 
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, 
that simply means that nothing changes if bivector is also rotated in its own plane [3]. It formally follows 
from: 
    )(2)(2)( 222 CIICICICI SSSSS   ,        (2.1) 
where  SSS CICICI 
2
1
,  SSS CICICI 
2
1
. That obviously means that if we rotate 
bivector with unit element  Sso ,, and both have parallel bivector planes, that’s CIS  , then 
bivector C remains the same. 
If we observe a real physical object identified by bivector, say axially symmetric object, and the result of 
observation is just its orientation in 3D, its rotation in its own plane around central axis is not 
detectable. Angle, or phase, of such rotation should be considered as unspecified variable [3]. But that 
does not mean the variable does not comprise some physically meaningful feature.  
If 32eeC   then: 
 )()( 32 SS IeeI     32213132321 eeeebeebeeb      213132321 eebeebeeb  
 )()( 21313232132213132321 eeeeeeeeeeeeee   
 32
2
3
2
2
2
1
2 )( ee  13213 )(2 ee 21231 )(2 ee  , where ii b  . 
This is classical Hopf fibration   rot
ee
CSsoSS  32,,:23   , where 
 32
2
3
2
2
2
1
2 )( eeCrot   13213 )(2 ee 21231 )(2 ee   (2.2) 
Also it shows that “imaginary” number i  in that Hopf fibration should geometrically be unit value 
oriented area 32ee  orthogonal to basis vector 1e . Orientations of 1e  and 32ee must be in agreement 
with 321 eee  orientation. 
Generalized Hopf fibration can be generated by any bivector C : 
  rot
C CSsoSS  ,,:23  , 
and (2.1) gives the result. 
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 Often it is more convenient to deal with this result explicitly written in the basis bivector components. 
We know the result (2.2) for   rot
ee CSso  32,, . For two other basis bivector components we 
have: 
           2132113232122232321 22,, 13 eeeeeeCSso rotee    
           2122212321313232312 22,, 21 eeeeeeCSso rotee    
Then: 
     rot
eeCeeCeeC
CSso 213132321,,  
          21231132133223222121 22 eeeeeeC   
          21321132321222323212 22 eeeeeeC   
          21222123213132323123 22 eeeeeeC   
 
           323123321223222121 22 eeCCC   
           131323232122222131 22 eeCCC   
          212221232332122311 22 eeCCC     (2.3) 
 
Remark 2.1 
If we take bivector expanded not in  211332 ,, eeeeee  but in arbitrary basis  321 ,, BBB , 
satisfying the same multiplication rules 132231321 ,, BBBBBBBBB  , that’s  SI
  ii bBBBBbBbBb   ,111111332211 , then, for example, the result 
of rotation of 1B  is: 
 331222131
2
3
2
2
2
1
2 )()(2)( BBB   , 
exactly the same as in the  211332 ,, eeeeee  case. So, (2.3) remains valid when replacing 
 211332 ,, eeeeee  with  321 ,, BBB . 
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3. 3G - states instead of wave functions 
3.1. Two component quantum states and 3G - states 
Let’s firstly establish clear relations between the two state wave functions   Tcc 21, , where the 
components 
21,cc of the column are “complex” numbers, and elements    SISso  ,,
 213132321 eebeebeeb   , 1
22   , 1
2
3
2
2
2
1  bbb . 

3G - states   SISso  ,,  are elements of 
3S . Common approach of treating 3S , which sits in 
4R , is identification of 4R  with 2C , two dimensional space of “complex” numbers, that is based on 
their equal dimensionalities: 
}1;),({ 2211
22
21
34  zzzzzCzzzSR      (3.1) 
We are considering elements of 3S  as unit value 3G - states 1,
22   SI , and should strictly 
follow the requirement that, if “complex” numbers are involved somewhere, their plane must be 
explicitly defined. When (3.1) is formally used, a tacit common quantum mechanical assumption is that 
1z  and 2z  have the same “complex” plane, otherwise complex conjugation is not well defined [5]. Let’s 
make all that unambiguously clear. 
Take a 3G - state:  
213132321),(),,( eeeeeesoSso  

, ii b   
We want to rewrite it as a couple of “complex” numbers, used in (3.1), with an explicitly defined plane. I 
will initially take a “complex” plane as one of the spanned by },{ 32 ee , },{ 13 ee  or },{ 21 ee . 
For },{ 32 ee  we get: 
 21322332121321322321 )()()(),( eeeeeeeeeeeeeeso 

21
3,2
2
3,2
1 eezz   
For },{ 13 ee : 
 32133113232132133132 )()()(),( eeeeeeeeeeeeeeso 

32
1,3
2
1,3
1 eezz   
And for },{ 21 ee : 
 13211221313213211213 )()()(),( eeeeeeeeeeeeeeso 

13
2,1
2
2,1
1 eezz   
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Remark 3.1.1 
One can notice that the second members in all three cases can be written in two ways. For 
example: 
13323221322321
3,2
2 )()( eeeeeeeeeez   . 
It can be checked that geometrically both give the same bivector. 
So, we have three basic maps   ),(,, ,2
,
1
iijiee zzSso ji  defined by “complex” planes },{ ji ee .  If we 
are speaking about identification of 3S  and 2C , we need to explicitly say which plane we use, 
particularly, which of the three basis (in 3D) “complex” planes we are working in.  
The “complex” plane can be different from any of basis planes  jiee . Instead of basis of three bivectors 
 211332 ,, eeeeee  we can take, as above,  321 ,, BBB . If   SISsoS   ,,
3
 is expanded in basis 
 321 ,, BBB : 
  iiS bBBBBbBbBbI   ,111111332211 , 
then, for example, taking 
1B  as “complex” plane we get:  
   3123113331211111111 BBBBBBBBBB 
   2112311 ,)(),( zzBB    
 Let’s get back to the case of “complex” plane spanned by },{ 32 ee : 
 21322332121321322321 )()()(),( eeeeeeeeeeeeeeso 

21
3,2
2
3,2
1 eezz  , 
In this case wave function  Tzz 3,223,21 ,  corresponding to  Sso ,,  is: 
 Teeee 3223321 ,    (3.2) 
Let’s consider the Pauli’s matrices5, basis of “observables” in traditional quantum mechanics: 








10
01
ˆ
1 , 






01
10
ˆ
2 , 







0
0
ˆ
3
i
i
 ,   32eei   
                                                          
5
 Some modifications were necessary to follow handedness. 
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which are in one-to-one correspondence with our basis bivectors, namely all 3G  geometric algebra 
equations can be expressed in terms of kˆ through 1332 ˆIee  , 2313 ˆIee   and 3321 ˆIee  , where
3213 eeeI   [4]. 
Usual quantum mechanical calculations with Pauli’s matrices give the following: 
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
ˆ   , )(2ˆ 2132   , )(2ˆ 2313   , 
where   is element conjugated to  : 
 3223321 , eeee    
Each of the products  iˆ  gives only one component of usual Hopf fibration, contrary to 
)()( 32 SS IeeI   , giving full vector. It looks like in the mapping 
   233 ~),,( CSGSso  some information was lost. Indeed, information was lost in several 
ways. Only one particular basis plane remains in   as “complex” plane. Then, algebraic coincidence of 
multiplication rules for Pauli matrices and basis bivectors  jiee  is not equivalent to their geometrical 
identity: the matrices do not have an appropriate geometrical sense. And also the products  iˆ  
are scalar products of two vectors, where   contains complex conjugation relative to plane which is 
preselected as “complex” one. The whole design of  iˆ  was aimed at receiving three 
components of rotation )()( 32 SS IeeI   , without actual geometrical sense of operations. Not 
surprising that it was possible to formally prove [6] that “hidden variables” do not exist in the Hilbert 
space formalism. 
Following the paradigm of [3] I assume that actual meaning of quantum mechanical wave functions, at 
least in the case of axially symmetric objects, is that the functions should be elements of 3G , 
)( SI  ,  returning observation of bivectors C  representing orientation of physical objects:  
)()( SS ICIC    
Then Schrodinger equation should correspond to equation governing changes in time of a 3G - state. 
So, the actual difference between “classical” and “quantum” mechanics is only shift of viewpoint: 
instead of dealing with equations describing an axially symmetric physical object orientation, as in 
classical mechanics, we deal in quantum mechanics with equations describing evolution in time of the 
operation, 3G - state, which returns the physical object orientation.  
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3.2. Stable states in terms of 3G - states 
In traditional quantum mechanics “state” of magnetic dipole in static magnetic field is defined by wave 
function 10 21 zz   with the two basis “stable states” 0  and 1 . In our terms the two 
“states“ are, correspondingly, the set of all 3G - states 321 ee  , with 1
2
1
2   , and the set of all 

3G - states 213132 eeee   , with 1
2
3
2
2   . The bivector plane 32ee  is taken as “complex plane”
6. 
When any of the first kind of “stable 3G - states” 321 ee  acts on 32ee  we get:  
3232
2
1
2
32132321 )()()( eeeeeeeeee   . 
With the second kind, 213132 eeee   , we have:  
3232
2
3
2
221313232213132 )()()( eeeeeeeeeeeeee   . 
This is actual meaning of quantum mechanical “stable states”: any single one from the set of all 3G - 
states, corresponding to 0 , leaves 32ee  unchanged, just rotates 32ee  in its own plane. Every single 

3G - state from the set of all 

3G - states, corresponding to 1 , flips 32ee .  
Let’s take an arbitrary bivector 213132321 eeCeeCeeCC  . Transforming it with 321 ee   we get: 
    21213211331221321321321 2)(2)()()( eeCCeeCCeeCeeCee    
Parameterization  cos ,  sin1   gives: 
    21321332321321321 2cos2sin2sin2cos)()( eeCCeeCCeeCeeCee   ,   (3.3) 
which means that the bivector component in 32ee  does not change, while bivector 213132 eeCeeC   is 
rotated by angle 2  around the axis of intersection of 13ee  and 21ee .  
Taking a 3G - state from the set of second kind basis 

3G - states 213132 eeee    we get the result: 
    21232322231333222322321
213132213132
2)(2)(
)()(
eeCCeeCCeeC
eeeeCeeee




   
Again, using parameterization  cos2  ,  sin3  , we get: 
                                                          
6
 It does not actually matter which bivector in 3D is taken. 
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21321332321
213132213132
)2cos2sin()2sin2cos(
)()(
eeCCeeCCeeC
eeeeCeeee




    (3.4) 
In addition to flipping the 32ee  component of C , (3.4) shows that 213132 eeee    rotates 
213132 eeCeeC   by 2  around the axis of intersection of 13ee  and 21ee , but in opposite direction 
compared to the case of 3G - state of the first kind, 321 ee  . 
Let’s take 3G - state written in arbitrary bivector basis  321 ,, BBB , 321 BBB  , 231 BBB  , 
132 BBB  . The two above states then correspond to two sets of 

3G - states: 
  }1:{0 21
2
11   B  
  }1:{1 23
2
23322   BB  
If an arbitrary bivector is expanded in basis  321 ,, BBB , 332211 BCBCBCC  , then for 

3G - states 
from the classes of equivalence 0  or 1 we have, using (2.3) with 132 Bee  , 213 Bee  , 321 Bee  ,  
           31221232132122111111 22 BCCBCCBCBCB 
    33223211 2cos2sin2sin2cos BCCBCCBC    
           3232233222323232221133223322 22 BCCBCCBCBBCBB 
33223211 )2cos2sin()2sin2cos( BCCBCCBC    
The bottom line is:  
- When using any 3G - state 1,
2
1
2
11   B  from the equivalence class 0  to observe 
the result of transformed bivector 332211 BCBCBCC  , the component 1C  remains 
unchanged, though C rotates around the axis orthogonal to 1B  by angle 2  defined by 
 cos  and  sin1  ; the C  projection components onto 2B  and 3B  get changed as 
rotated by the same angle around the same axis. 
-  When using any 3G - state 213132 eeee   , 1
2
3
2
2    from the equivalence class 1  to 
observe the result of transformed bivector 332211 BCBCBCC  , the component 1C  flips, 
11 CC  , though no rotation of C around axis orthogonal to 1B  is detected; the C  
projection components onto 2B  and 3B  get  transformed as rotated by angle 2  defined by 
 cos2  ,   sin3   around the axis orthogonal to 1B  but rotation direction is opposite to 
the first case of 0 . 
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In the case of 0  rotation in 1B  plane “drags” rotations of two other bivector C  projections. In the 
case of 1  2B  and 3B  components rotate, while any vector in the 1B  component remains fixed. 
     2B           3B  
      The case of rotation of bivector with 

3G - state from   
0  in 1B  plane that causes rotations of bivector 2B and 3B  
1B                                                                                          components by the same angle. 
     2B           3B  
      The case of rotation of bivector with 

3G - state from   
1  causes rotation of bivector 2B and 3B  components 
1B                                                                                          by corresponding angle, though all vectors in 1B  remain     
      immovable. 
     
The “dragging” phenomenon will be considered in the next subsection in the connection with Clifford 
translations and quantum mechanical state equivalence transformations  ie . 
3.3. Clifford translations in terms of 3G - states 
In quantum mechanics two state system wave functions are considered equivalent when related by 
 ie 7. This is not true, as was shown in previous subsection, for 3G - states which give more 
detailed information because are associated with explicitly defined “complex” planes in 3D.  
Let’s look at Clifford translations in terms of 3G - states of the class  
  }1:{0 21
2
11   B  
in dynamical situation when phase   is changing in time. 
                                                          
7
 This type of transformation is often called Clifford translations. 
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Clifford translations should accurately be written in 3D as ),(),(  

soeso S
I . Again, I will 
initially consider, to simplify calculations, the cases when unit bivector SI  lies in one of the coordinate 
planes: 32eeI S  , 13eeI S   or 21eeI S  . 
If 32eeI S   then “velocity” of Clifford translation is: 
     






),(
),()(cos)(sin),(sincos),(
32
32323232
32
32


soeee
soeeeeeesoee
dt
d
soe
dt
d
ee
ee
 
This 3G - state is orthogonal to the Clifford translation orbit ),(
32 

soe
ee
and spans one-dimensional 
vertical subspace of the Clifford orbit tangent space. 
Two more 3G - states, 
 ),(13
32

soeee
ee ,  ),(21
32

soeee
ee , are orthogonal to ),(32 

soe
ee
, 
 ),(32
32

soeee
ee  and to each other. They span two-dimensional horizontal subspace of the Clifford 
orbit tangent space. 
Using other two planes for Clifford translations, 13eeI S   and 21eeI S  , we get correspondingly 
vertical tangents  ),(13
13

soeee
ee  and  ),(21
21

soeee
ee , and couples of horizontal tangents  
{  ),(32
13

soeee
ee ,  ),(21
13

soeee
ee }, {  ),(13
21

soeee ee ,  ),(32
21

soeee ee }. 
Generalizing the above results to an arbitrary great circle plane spanned by unit bivector SI  of Clifford 
translation ),(),(  

soeso S
I , we have the following: 
- the vertical tangent of the translation (speed along fiber) is  ),(

soIe S
IS  
- two tangents, spanning the horizontal subspace of the tangent space, are 
 ),(
1

soIe S
IS  and  ),(
2

soIe S
IS , where 1S  and 2S  are two planes in 3D 
orthogonal to S  and to each other. 
 
1. Conclusions 
- The two state wave functions   Tcc 21, , where the components 21,cc of the column 
are “complex” numbers, are objects with lost information about actual physical states. 
- Loosing of information happened due to formal using of “imaginary units” in pure algebraic 
way. 
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- “States” should really be elements    SISso  ,,
 213132321 eebeebeeb   , 1
22   , 1
2
3
2
2
2
1  bbb , of even geometrical 
algebra 3G , unambiguously representing rotations in 3D.   
- Actual difference between “classical” and “quantum” mechanics is only shift of viewpoint:  
instead of dealing with equations describing an axially symmetric physical object 
orientation, as in classical mechanics, quantum mechanics deals with equations describing 
evolution in time of the operation, 3G - state, which returns the physical object orientation.  
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